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Topics 
• What is the Vacant buildable lands model? 
• How does it work? 
• VBLM results  
• What’s New with the VBLM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oliver asked me to speak to you about the VBLM.He asked that I cover how the VBLM works for the benefit of the new Commissioners.I would also like to take this time to show you what is new with the VBLM.GIS has been looking at the VBLM through the lens of the new Buildable Land Guidance document that is asking us to look comparing VBLM results to actuals.With respect to housing, jobs, and density.These new state requirements are being addressed using emerging web based GIS tools.  So I am excited to demonstrate these results even though they are draft and will require more refinement.



What does the model do? 
• Meets the requirements of the Growth Management Act 

(GMA) 
• Identifies the vacant and buildable land inside the UGAs 
• Provides a measure of the remaining capacity in terms of jobs 

and people in Clark County. 
• Provides a 23 year record of development in the County. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting out by going over how the model works.



How does it work? 
• Criteria are agreed upon by the Cities, County, and the 

Community during the Comprehensive Planning process. 
• County’s Geographic Information System (GIS) software is 

used to develop and run the model. 
• Uses best available data  

• GIS map layers 
• Assessor/Treasurer records 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VBLM has been run since 1994.  There have been several changes to the model overtime.There have also been big efforts made to improve the data.  The largest changes were made in the early 2000’s when the county used LiDAR to improve our enviormental layers –Steep slopes, and wetlands.  And Remapped all of the parcel layer to be more accurate.



How does it work? 
• GIS Spatial Analysis 

• GIS map layers overlain and queried  
• Parcels 
• Comprehensive Plan 
• Wetlands 
• Steep Slopes 
• UGA and City Limits 
• Etc. 

• Assessment and Taxation records 
• Building Value 
• Property Owner 
• Tax Status 
• Etc. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS makes it easy to overlay maps and compare the results.    The VBLM works by combining many layers in the GIS includeing the taxlots layer which provides a link to the Assessment database.Timing is a big challenge with the VBLM.  Land Development happens over a multi year cycle.  Land purchased for a subdivision will show up as vacant until the plat is recorded.  Other developments will show up as vacant until the building shows up in the Assessor’s database.   I am not sure when something should be declared built, but given our limited access to data this is our only option.A few months or even a year does not matter that much given the 20 year timeframe of the plan.  This is where graphs and trends can help forecast the future.



How does it work? 
1. Cities submit a Comprehensive Plan 
 
2.  Comprehensive Plan classifications are aggregated into  
VBLM Land use classifications 
 
3.  VBLM is run based on VBLM Landuse classifications. 
 
VBLM Landuse classifications  define: 
• VBLM  Model (residential, commercial , industrial) 
• Residential/Commercial split of mixed use 
• Assumptions for conversion from Gross to Net Acres 
• Housing units per net acre of vacant land 
• Jobs per net acre of vacant land. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VBLM all starts with the Cities Comprehensive plan.Cities also have input on the types of land use classifications in the VBLM.



Comprehensive Plan 

 



Comprehensive Plan 
Comprehensive Plan VBLM Landuse VBLM Model 

Mixed Use   (MU) Mixed Use - Residential Residential 

Mixed use - Residential (MU-R) Mixed Use - Residential Residential 

Urban High Density Residential  (UH) Urban High Density Residential 

Urban Medium Density Residential (UM) Urban High Density Residential 

Urban Low Density Residential  (UL) Urban Low Density Residential 

Commercial (C ) Commercial Commercial 

Downtown  (D) Commercial Commercial 

Regional Center  (RCC) Commercial Commercial 

Mixed use - Employment (MU-E) Mixed Use - Employment Commercial 

Employment Campus (EMS) Office/Business Park Commercial 

Light Industrial  (ML) Industrial Industrial 

Parks/Open Space (P/OS) Open Space/Parks None 

Public Facility  (PF) Public Facilities None 

Airport  (A) Airport None 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the mapping of the Battle Ground Comprehensive plan designations to VBLM land use and VBLM Model.Note Other cities follow a similar process, though each City has its own comprehensive plan classifications.The VBLM landuse classifications are the shared by all cities.   There are some VBLM landuse classifications that are unique to a single city.



VBLM Landuse 



VBLM Model 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VBLM has 3 separate models that have different selection criteria.In recent years the Commercial and Industrial models have been merged so that they use the same criteria.



What is Vacant? 
Residential  
 Building Value < $13,000 
Commercial 
 Building Value < $67,000 
Industrial 
 Building Value < $67,000 
 
Source:  Assessor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model is pretty simple.Fixed values for vacant classification assumes inflation is not an issue.Fixed values for vacant classification are rarely updated.  There is no methodology for determining this cutoff.Last updated in 2007. 



 

Battle Ground Vacant Land 



Underutilized Property 
Larger parcels with a structure that could redevelop to a higher 
density 
 
Building Value per Acre (BVA) = Building Value / Number of Acres  
 
Residential 
 Minimum lot size 1 acre 
 Bottom 10th percentile of BVA 
  Less than $534,000 for 2019 VBLM 
Commercial /Industrial 
 BVA less than $50,000 
 
Source: Assessor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s nice about the percentile approach is that the values self adjust over time.how do you determine the percentile… 10th is very small.Fixed values get dated.Very low BVA limits underutilized to farms with barns.  Only the most underutilized are included, they are still forecast to not develop much with the gross to net conversion.



 

Battle Ground Underutilized 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CombinedUnderutilized is geared towards catching the farms, the lack of underutilized in the center may indicate that we are not capturing much redevelopment  potential.Much of the underutilized in Battle Gound is outside the UGA and is probably an Ag building for Commercial.  Much more than that and it will be classified as built.Understating Underutilized will result in new development happening on “built” land.How much of the new housing is redevelopment?  Where redevelopment is the conversion of built land to more units.



 

Battle Ground Vacant Lands Inventory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The combination of all 3 classes of vacant and underutilized make up the inventory.Patterns: Vacant downtown, Vacant vs underutilized:



Not Vacant or Underutilized 

Built Classifications 
• Built (undifferentiated) 
• Easements and Right of Way 
• Parks 
• Private Open space  
• Public Facilities 
• Exempt Properties 
• Court Yards 
• Mansions 
• Condos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VBLM is focused on VacantBuilt has some sub classifications. These are a  mostly  a mix of systematic exceptions that were excluded during model reviews.Some are a result of infrastructure studies that we have done.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This represents the whole set of data.



Rates of Development 
 Assumptions…   
 
Market Factors  
• Vacant land will develop faster than Underutilized 
• Some land will not develop during 20 year plan 
 
Policy/Regulation Factors  
• Environmental Constrained land is unlikely to develop 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land Market factors like willing seller of land, or economics around developing a parcel with an existing house impact the deveopment rate of land.Policy/regulations forbid development of constrained lands.  What gets messy with VBLM is that a Park is considered built.  Enviormentally constrained land often converts to parks and openspace which is a build classification with no housing units.Additionally constrained lands are overstated on maps.  Having your backyard in a constrained land buffer with a greenway add value to the property,



Environmental Constraints 
Limits development 
 
Steep Slopes 
Landslide Areas 
Riparian Areas 
Flood plains 
Wetlands 
Habitat and Species 
 
Source: GIS Layers 



 

Environmental Constraints 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looks like battleground’s UGA is encroaching on some buildable lands!



 

All VBLM Classifications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighter colors will probably develop faster and more completelyDarkest have 2 impediments to developmentWe are now at 12 Vacant  and 4 built classifications and the map is getting pretty busy.



Underutilized vs Vacant 
Constrained vs. Not Constrained 
 
Impact of Classifications on Yield 
 
Gross to Net Acres (Critical, Never to Develop, infrastructure) 
 Vacant   ( 0, 10%, 27.7%) 
 Underutilized (0, 30%, 27.7%) 
 Vacant Constrained (50%, 10%, 27.7%) 
 Underutilized Constrained (50%, 30%, 27.7%) 
 
Net Acres of Residential Vacant Buildable Land 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Gross to Net conversion turns apples and oranges into all apples.  Conversion rates vary dramatically.



Gross to Net Acres 
Gross acres of  buildable land are not equal in the number of 
houses (or jobs) they produce. 
Net acres are equal. 
 
100 Gross Residential Acres of:   
            Vacant  =  65.07 net acres 
 Underutilized =  50.6 net acres 
 Vacant Constrained =  32.5 net acres 
 Underutilized Constrained  =  25.3 net acres 
 
 
 



Gross Acres to Net Acres 
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MU-R Vacant

MU-R Vacant Constrained

MU-R Underutilized

MU-R Underutilized Constrained

MU-E Vacant

MU-E Vacant Constrained

MU-E Underutilized

MU-E Underutilized Constrained

Residential 

Will Not Convert Acres

Infrastructure Acres

Developable Net Acres

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the model is run deductions are applied.  The simple classifications are expanded by the comprehensive plan types.In this image the entire bar is the raw gross acres from the VBLMThe green portion of the bar is portion that is expected to develop over the 20 year life of the plan.



Viewing the Model through 
Time 

 
 



 

VBLM Classifications Collapsed  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This version collapses down Vacant and underutilized in to a single “Vacant classification” We still know that some land will develop slower than others.



What is the VBLM? 
 
  

VBLM and Environmental Classifications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This helps us visualize the vacant land and the environmental constraints.Focusing on only one impediment to development at a time.Things to note on this slide.Critical lands do develop, perhaps more so in the past.Note the parks and green space.  In residential areas the most sensitive lands are preserved as open spaceSensitive areas are intentionally overstated by buffering features.  This ensures adequate review before permitting.Actual sensitive areas are the residual.



Viewing the model through 
time. 
 
1996 - 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VBLM is 20 years old.  These “PowerPoint” time series have been helpful, but they are tedious to put together and keep current.They also create powerpoint files that come in around 30 megs or more.   The goal is to move towards interactive time series maps online.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VBLM through time…



 



 



 





 



 



 



 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2004 Plan addedExpanded UGABig shift to mixed use



 



 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2007 Plan More mixed useAdded areas are have less environmental issues than older lands  Good job Battle Ground!Note the removal area in the south.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2007 Plan More mixed uselots of vacant and less sensitive lands added:  Good job Battle Ground!Note the removal area in the south.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the removal areaThe big shifts from commercial to residential Lots of mixed use so in and out of residential is simple shift



 



 



 



 



What is the VBLM? 
 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple Vacant Classifications (no underutilized)Critical lands highlighted.Notice that there are large areas of Battle Ground that have been developed that are criticalWe can see the inventory by zoning classification



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots has happened in 20 years…



VBLM Results 
• Trends through time 
• Comparing VBLM Forecast to Actuals 



Residential Vacant Buildable Land 
Countywide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Residential VBLM determines which land is vacant. These gross acres are converted to net acres through a series of BOCC assumptions.The net acres are converted to Houses based on density assumptions provided by the Cities.



Residential Vacant Buildable Land 
2004 Plan 2007 Plan 2015 Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net acres are interesting.  And show one level of assumptions…Converting to housing units adds another level of assumptions, more interesting is that it changes the unit of measurement to housing units. Housing units can be compared to the Assessors database.



Net Acres to Houses,  People, 
Jobs 

Comprehensive Plan VBLM Landuse 
VBLM 
Model 

Housing 
Units Jobs People Per Household 

Mixed Use   (MU) Mixed Use - Residential Residential 6 20 2.66 

Mixed use - Residential (MU-R) Mixed Use - Residential Residential 6 20 2.66 

Urban High Density Residential  (UH) Urban High Density Residential 6   2.66 
Urban Medium Density Residential 
(UM) Urban High Density Residential 6 2.66 

Urban Low Density Residential  (UL) Urban Low Density Residential 6 2.66 

Commercial (C ) Commercial Commercial 20 

Downtown  (D) Commercial Commercial 20 

Regional Center  (RCC) Commercial Commercial 20 

Mixed use - Employment (MU-E) Mixed Use - Employment Commercial 6 20 2.66 

Employment Campus (EMS) Office/Business Park Commercial 20 

Light Industrial  (ML) Industrial Industrial 9 

Parks/Open Space (P/OS) Open Space/Parks None   

Public Facility  (PF) Public Facilities None   

Airport  (A) Airport None   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Battle Ground Housing Units and JobsHousing Units for Battle Ground do not recognize any density differences.  What it the point?



Houses, People, Jobs 

City 

Residential 
Low Density 
Units 

Residential 
High 
Density 
Units 

Residential 
Mixed Use 
Units 

Commercial 
Jobs 

Industrial 
Jobs 

People Per 
Household 

Battle Ground 6 6 6 20 9 2.66 

Camas 6 6 6 20 9 2.66 

La Center 4 4 4 20 9 2.66 

Ridgefield 6 6 6 20 9 2.66 

Vancouver 8 8 8 20 9 2.66 

Washougal 6 6 6 20 9 2.66 

Yacolt 4 4 4 20 9 2.66 

Clark County 5 16 18 20 9 2.66 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the conversion factors for net acres to houses, people, jobs.This is the first place to consider looking when wondering why VBLM results do not match actuals.



Residential VBLM Housing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Converting Net Acres to housingShows a similar picture.By converting to housing units we can compare it to the Assessor’s database



Residential Housing Capacity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows population capacity with the assessor representing existing and VBLM remaining capacity.If the model worked correctly this chart should be stair steps.  Where the graph steps up in capacity at each complan.  It then remains flat as dark blue turns to light blue over time.Here is where my job gets fun…



New Houses Per Year 
• VBLM Houses 

• Compare VBLM yields year to year   
• 2018 VBLM House forecast minus 2019 VBLM House forecast 

• Assessor Houses 
• Compare Assessor housing unit counts year to year 
• 2019 Assessor Housing Units minus 2018 Assessor Housing units 

• Issues: 
• Assumes VBLM vacant land converts to houses 
• Timing differences between VBLM and Assessor 



Residential VBLM Housing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Converting Net Acres to housingShows a similar picture.By converting to housing units we can compare it to the Assessor’s database



VBLM 1 Year Change in 
Housing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Big Drops represent years where the data needs more refinement.These are years with changes to plan where more land was added.



Assessor Housing Units 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to big data.In 2003 the new assessor system was put into place.   Verifying GIS housing Units was not a priority.  Housing units is actually a derived field.  It is not an assessor field.   GIS has worked with the Assessor to improve the quality of this field over time.Those improvements are actually noise….



Assessor 1 Year Change in  
Housing Units 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2007 Recession is visible in this graph.  Recovery started with a bang in 2014.2003/2004 perhaps 2002 was the switch in Assessor’s software.  Housing Units is GIS derived field from the Assessor. Taxlots is a snapshot…   We might be able to go back and correct these errors.    



VBLM Housing verses Assessor Housing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This combines both the Assessor issues and the big 2007 plan change that really muddies the data until around 2011.Don’t know what happened in 2010.  Probably a big comprehensive plan designation change.  Certainly a change in the VBLM data.  Where more residential land was added.



How well does the VBLM match reality? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the more recent data…



Housing by VBLM Landuse 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at our estimate by VBLM Landuse showsMore interesting thingsVBLM is under estimating development in High Density – Not surprising with those densities.VBLM is under estimating in Commercial – Not surprising no housing in Commercial.Assessor housing in Industrial.  Possibly what is going on here – I am using today’s VBLM Landuse for 2015 analysis.   So It could be industrial today, commercial when it developed…



Housing by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vancouver is the biggest city in the County…



What About Subdivision Yields? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the more site specific level how are we doing?An extensive study was done last year and published on line.It shows that on average the VBLM underestimates the number of units that will built in a plat.A VBLM that is understating vacant and underutilized means that subdivisions are being built on “built” land and on very constrained land. 



VBLM Yield  
• Where is the Growth Happening? 
• Where is the Remaining Capacity? 
• Need Yields by different Geography 

• City and UGA 
• School Districts/Attendance Areas 
• Comprehensive Plan/ Zoning 
• Hot spots? 
• Trends? 

 



VBLM Summary Report 

    
Annual Model Run Summary 
Totals 2019   

RESIDENTIAL Gross Acres 

Will Not 
Convert 

Acres 
Infrastructure 

Acres 
Developable 

Net Acres 
Housing 

Units Persons 

Battle Ground 

City 1,683.5 627.4 291.3 764.8 4,588.7 12,205.9 

UGA 673.9 270.8 110.3 292.8 1,756.6 4,672.6 

Total 2,357.4 898.3 401.6 1,057.6 6,345.3 16,878.6 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Existing Reports are PDF files and spreadsheets showing summary results



Yield by Zoning 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New web based tools show development trends.  New Maps have more descriptive results.  Results are aggregated by zoningAnswer questions about where is the capacity?  Where is the growth happening?What would be helpful to know?Which graphs, maps report are most helpful.



Yield by Zoning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Vancouver's downtown City Center Zoning.No residential capacity in the VBLM.  Lots of Apartments and Condos being built.Much of it on land that is not classified as vacant.Interesting that so few of the new condos and appartments showed up in the 2018 Assessment Cycle.Expect to see the waterfront development next year.



3D Visualizations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows remaining housing capacity as a 3D visualization.The unit of area is so important in showing housing capacity.  Large areas have lots of capacity.   Equal area polygons have less meaning.This map used a concept of “blocks”  as in the houses on my block to aggregate data.   Showed two patternsBlocks get huge in the rural areas.  They are not developed like downtown yet.There is very little capacity left for subdiv development inside Vancouver.Interesting discussion of density…



How about jobs? 
• Working on it… 
• Jobs per acre are much more variable than houses and people 
• Jobs data is restricted and hard to process. 
 



What about density? 
• Working on it… 
• Gross Density for a City 

• Easy 
• Net Density  

• Parks 
• Interstates 
• Vancouver Lake 
• Right of Way 
• Schools 
• Public Facilities 

• Net Density by Development  
• Net Density by Year? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Buildable Lands Guidelines document is asking us to review the results of our GMA process.Is the VBLM working as expected?Are you achiving the Densities you expected?We are starting to take a look at density.  As you can see from the housing yield study these questions are hard and the answers vary depending on how you look at the problem.We will be looking at density at large and small scales.  Washington State does not give much guidance on what we can or should do.   I can help Community Planning understand what I can do, and what are the limitations to that information. 



GIS VBLM Online Resources 
Maps Online:  GMA Maps 
 
GIS GMA Hub  New resource for sharing GIS interactive maps and apps 
for GMA:  See the 2019 VBLM Update for the Cities Story Map. 
 
Housing Study Dashboard: Dashboard of maps and graphs looking at 
VBLM forecast vs. Assessors actuals. 
 
2019 VBLM Results Dashboard: Dashboard of maps and graphs 
showing 2019 VBLM results. 
 
Subdivision Story Map:  2018 Review of housing unit yield at the plat 
level.  Looks at infrastructure and VBLM forecast vs. Actuals. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS is moving towards these rich displays of information on the Web.Clark County GIS Team is learning and exploring this technology and releasing results to the public.GIS would like to keep moving away from paper and PDF files towards dynamic maps and graphs.We are interested in feedback about what works and what does not.

https://gis.clark.wa.gov/mapsonline/?site=CompMgmtPlan&ext=1
https://hub-clarkcountywa.opendata.arcgis.com/pages/gma-information
https://gis.clark.wa.gov/portal/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/92fb3a402c8d4568b016e4a501061237
https://gis.clark.wa.gov/portal/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/92fb3a402c8d4568b016e4a501061237
https://clarkcountywa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=37a27d29240f45bfb8fbe440827b67cd
https://clarkcountywa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=37a27d29240f45bfb8fbe440827b67cd
https://clarkcountywa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=37a27d29240f45bfb8fbe440827b67cd
https://clarkcountywa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=15f4b47d8936415bb456602429dfb404


Questions? 
We want your feedback.   
• Which web resources do you find useful?   
• What information about the VBLM would you like to see? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have covered how the model works, and some of the research and studies we have done over the years.I welcome your feedback and questions and input into the analysis we have done.I do not see any of these results as static, we will continue to refine the data and analysis.  On the other hand, it is pretty clear that the VBLM is underestimating housing.How we address this is a policy question.  
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